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How to reset an adjustable bed

The term “adjustable bed” refers to any mattress base that can be adjusted for the upper and/or lower body. The beds were first used in hospitals to make patients more comfortable, and have since been introduced as a mainstream product. Modern adjustable beds offer additional perks for owners. Many of these models
can be set for zero-gravity, a position that places the legs higher than the head that can be helpful for people with lower back pain. Other advanced features may include massage functions, timed adjustments, vibrating alarms, and USB ports. Prices vary by size and model, but most adjustable beds are priced between
$1,000 and $3,000. It’s important to note that not all mattresses are compatible with adjustable beds. Mattresses with firmer feels or dense coil systems may not offer enough flexibility for owners to truly take advantage of their adjustable bed’s customization abilities. Additionally, most of these bases are not compatible
with twin size mattresses. The best mattresses for adjustable beds include memory foam, latex, and hybrids with softer feels and more flexible designs. We’ll explain more about how adjustable beds work, what they offer for sleepers, and how to find the best adjustable bed frame. First, we’ll go over our top picks for
models sold today. Each selection is based on a combination of in-depth research, product testing, and experiences from verified owners. Product Details Who it's best for: People with lower back pain or sleep apnea Couples with different comfort preferences Those who want a bed with massaging capability Highlights:
Wide range of head and foot positions, including zero-gravity 15 massage modes Under-bed LED lighting and dual USB ports on each side Get 40% off a GhostBed Adjustable Base Combo Bundle. The GhostBed Adjustable Base is a bed that offers a versatile range of upper and lower body positions. These include
presets for watching television and lounging, as well as a zero-gravity setting for people with lower back pain or high blood pressure. Additionally, the anti-snore preset – which elevates the head slightly while keeping the rest of the bed flat – can be helpful for people with sleep apnea. The base is also equipped for
massages on both sides of the bed. You can choose from 15 different modes based on intensity and target area. All positions, presets, and massage functions are controlled using a wireless remote. Other high-tech features include LED lighting beneath the bed for added visibility in the dark and a USB port on each side
for powering up devices at night. The base is available in a twin XL and queen size, as well as a split king for couples who prefer different positions while they sleep. A sturdy retainer bar at the foot of the bed and a non-skid surface both help keep the mattress in place without shifting around too much. The GhostBed
Adjustable Base is fairly affordable compared to other adjustable beds, especially models that share its advanced features. GhostBed offers free shipping within the contiguous U.S. The base comes with a lifetime warranty that covers all components for one year, and the frame for as long as you own the bed. An
extended warranty that covers all parts for three years is available for an added charge. Who it's best for: Heavy snorers and people with sleep apnea Sleepers who experience aches and pains in isolated areas of their body Value seekers Highlights: Head, foot, and zero-gravity positions Zoned massage with 15-minute
sessions Wireless remote and two USB ports on each side Use this SleepFoundation.org link for the most current discount on Nectar mattresses Adjustable beds tend to be somewhat pricey, especially models loaded with bonus features, but some bases carry a lower sticker price without sacrificing quality or durability.
The Nectar Adjustable Bed Frame is a great option for shoppers with limited budgets. The base offers a wide range of positions, including zero-gravity, and couples have the option of ordering a split style. The bed frame also features a sophisticated massage function that can be programmed to alleviate pressure in three
different zones of the body. This makes the base a good option for people who experience discomfort in their shoulders, lower back, hips, and other specific areas. Programmable memory settings allow you to adjust the bed to your preferred positions with the click of a button. A wireless remote is included with purchase,
and the bed is equipped with a USB port on each side for charging your devices at night. The price-point for this adjustable bed is fairly low compared to competing models. Nectar also ships this product free-of-charge throughout the contiguous U.S. You’ll receive a 50-night sleep trial with your order, which includes free
return shipping, and a three-year warranty that covers all components of the bed. Who it's best for: People with lower back pain Those looking for a bed with massage features Anyone who does not want to set up the bed themselves Highlights: Zero-gravity setting elevates feet above head Customizable massage feature
Free White Glove Delivery Use this SleepFoundation.org link for the most current discount on Saatva mattresses The Saatva Lineal Adjustable Bed Base is a versatile base that offers an array of customizable features. Owners can adjust the bed for a wide range of positions and save their favorite head-and-feet
alignment settings for  for common activities such as sleeping, reading, or watching TV. Preset settings may be activated at any time with a one-touch remote. The Lineal offers a zero-gravity setting, which elevates the feet higher than the head. This position is helpful for people who experience lower back pain or enjoy
elevating their feet. The massage feature offers options for the head, legs, or full body at three different speeds and levels. Another noteworthy feature of the Lineal is under-bed lighting, which helps guide you through the dark without having to turn on a bedside lamp. A wall-hugging design ensures that the distance
between your bed and wall remains the same, no matter the position of the bed. This ensures your night stand will always be accessible. Saatva offers two options for the Lineal . The Standard option covers all the features mentioned above. The Upper-Flex option is more expensive and is designed to pair exclusively
with Saatva’s Solaire, a luxury airbed that can be adjusted to 50 different firmness levels. The Upper-Flex option does not feature the wall-hugging design. The Saatva Lineal Adjustable Bed Base comes with a 25-year warranty. However, it is not returnable and does not include a free trial. All purchases in the contiguous
U.S. qualify for free White Glove Delivery. Who it's best for: Those who wish to track sleep data People who are prone to snoring Shoppers who would rather not set up their new bed themselves Highlights: Built-in sensors track movements to report sleep data 4-zone massage and automatic snore response Free White
Glove delivery to contiguous U.S. Use this SleepFoundation.org link for the most current discount on Tempur-Pedic mattresses The TEMPUR-Ergo Extend Smart Base from Tempur-Pedic is one of the most advanced adjustable beds sold today. In addition to a wide range of positions, including a zero-gravity option, the
base comes fully loaded with a handful of smart features to enhance your sleep experience and help you track personalized data. One of the most helpful functions is the automatic snore response. Using built-in sensors, the bed will adjust to a more inclined position whenever you begin to saw logs. An elevated angle
can help reduce snoring and minimize sleep disruptions for both you and your partner. Those with frequent aches and pains can also take advantage of the massage function, which can be programmed for three intensity levels and two or four zones. The sensors also track nighttime movements, time awake and asleep,
and other metrics. Each morning you can access your sleep score. The Sleeptracker-AI app offers personalized sleep coaching and a smart alarm to wake you up during the right time of your sleep cycle. Your base can be synchronized with Hey Google or Alexa, and will respond to basic voice commands. Given the
TEMPUR-Ergo Extend Smart Base’s innovative design, its price-point is pretty reasonable – especially compared to other adjustable beds on the market. Tempur-Pedic also provides free White Glove delivery to all customers in the contiguous U.S. This service includes full assembly in a room of your choice, making this
base a good option for those who would rather not – or simply can’t – put the bed together themselves. Your purchase also comes with a 25-year warranty with three years of coverage for the bed’s electrical components. Who it's best for: Wide range of motion includes zero-G and anti-snore positions Adjustable profile
offers 5 different height settings 20-year warranty Highlights: People who snore heavily Sleepers with pain or pressure points along the spine Those who want an adjustable bed with massage options Use this SleepFoundation.org link for the most current discount on Casper mattresses The Casper Adjustable Pro
epitomizes the luxury and personal customization of today’s leading adjustable beds. Owners can program either side of the bed for a wide range of head and foot angles, including a zero-G setting for people with lower back pain and a high incline for the head intended to reduce snoring. You may make any adjustment
using the wireless remote, which also allows presets for your favorite positions. The Adjustable Pro is also equipped for a gentle, surface-level massage whenever you feel achy or stiff after getting into bed. Another useful feature is the wall-hugging technology, enabling you to adjust the bed as you see fit while keeping
your nightstand within easy reach. The legs can be raised or lowered for profiles of 3, 6, 9, 12, or 16.3 inches. No matter which height you choose, the under-bed lights should help prevent late toe-night stubbings. Most of the frame is made of solid wood and steel, so owners can expect reasonable longevity from their
bed. Four sizes are available ranging from twin XL to king and California king. Ground shipping is free for all orders in the contiguous U.S. and provincial Canada. If you purchase the Adjustable Pro on its own, you’ll receive a 30-night sleep trial, while those who bundle their bed with a Casper mattress will be entitled to a
100-night trial for both products. All Adjustable Pro beds are backed by 20-year warranties. Who it's best for: Couples with differing adjustment preferences Shoppers looking for a bed with versatile massage options Those who have a hard time getting in and out of bed Highlights: Zoned, whisper-quiet massage function
Adjustable legs for three height options Under-bed LED lighting and two USB ports on each side Use this SleepFoundation.org link for the most current discount on Purple mattresses While many adjustable beds made today offer massage functions, the Purple PowerBase stands above many of its competitors thanks to
its True Resonant Frequency technology. This system allows you to program massages in five different modes based on intensity. The base also provides a wide range of positioning options, including zero-gravity, so this model is well-suited to anyone with lower back pain. You can preset your favorite positions for easy
retrieval at bedtime. The Purple PowerBase offers several high-tech features, as well. Electrical outlets and USB ports are located on each side, while LED lighting underneath the base ensures good nighttime visibility when you’re getting in and out of bed. The bed is also equipped with a built-in cradle to store the
wireless remote when not in use. Additionally, the adjustable legs can be lowered closer to the ground if mobility is an issue. For single sleepers and couples with shared preferences, the base is sold in twin XL, queen, and king sizes. Couples who prefer different position settings may want to opt for the split king size
instead. The PowerBase is fairly affordable compared to other similarly constructed models. Purple provides free shipping to customers in the contiguous U.S. The bed is backed by a 20-year warranty that includes two years of coverage for the motor. Who it's best for: Sleepers with back pain Couples with differing
position preferences Those who struggle with getting in and out of bed Highlights: Innovative wall-hugging technology keeps your nightstand within easy reach Lumbar support bar alleviates pain and pressure in the lower back Independent head, chest, and foot positioning for optimal adjustability SleepFoundation
readers get an additional 6% off the DM9000s Series Adjustable Bed Base Frame with this code: dynastySF The DM9000s Series Adjustable Bed from Dynasty Mattress is ideal for shoppers who want a base with all the bells and whistles. In addition to a wide range of angles for the upper body and legs, owners can
independently adjust their head to read, watch television, or cut down on snoring while they sleep. A patented support bar also rests beneath the lumbar region to alleviate aches and pains for those with lower back problems. Your mattress shouldn’t shift around too much thanks to a retaining bar at the foot of the bed
and a micro-hook retention system for added stability. The wall-hugging feature also allows you to elevate the upper half of the bed while keeping your nightstand within reach. The bed is a great choice for people who enjoy massage functions. You can time head and foot massages for 10, 20, or 30 minutes using the
wireless remote. Adjustable legs are also a helpful feature if you have a hard time getting in and out of bed. The legs can be lowered to a profile of 6 inches off the ground. Choose from seven different sizes, including split king and split California king for couples with different preferences. As an added bonus for bedtime
music listeners, the bed is equipped with Bluetooth-compatible speakers on both sides. Dynasty Mattress provides free ground shipping for all orders in the contiguous U.S., and White Glove delivery is available for an added charge. The bed comes with a 10-year repair and replacement warranty on all components,
including electrical parts, and a 25-year warranty for the frame. How to Choose an Adjustable Bed Some people find lying on a completely flat surface uncomfortable and prefer a more angled position for their upper and/or lower body. If this applies to you, then you’re the ideal candidate for an adjustable bed base.
Choosing an adjustable bed may require some research on your part. Determining your budget and desired size are important first steps, as adjustable bases can cost anywhere from less than $1,000 to more than $3,000. We also recommend comparing multiple models to see which ones are best suited for your needs.
What to Consider When Buying an Adjustable Bed Frame A wide range of these beds are available, ranging from bare-bones designs to high-tech models loaded with extra features. Before purchasing an adjustable bed, you should consider a handful of factors. These include range of adjustability, weight limit, price-
point, warranty coverage, and whether or not your current mattress is compatible with this type of base. Mattress Compatibility Today’s adjustable mattress bases are designed to be compatible with most mattress models, such as foam, latex, and hybrid beds, but there are some exceptions. Innersprings – especially
firmer models – may be too inflexible to deliver a full range of motion on an adjustable bed. Weight may be another issue since many adjustable beds have weight limits of 750 pounds or less. Additionally, adjustable beds are almost never sold in twin sizes and full sizes are also somewhat rare. Available Sizes Adjustable
beds are typically sold in twin XL, queen, king, and California king sizes. These models are best suited to single sleepers or couples who have the same positioning preferences. A large number of brands also sell adjustable bases in split king and split California king sizes. These are intended for couples who like different
adjustment settings on their side of the bed. Features The selection of extra features on an adjustable bed is often tied to its price-point. For bases priced at less than $1,000, expect a more minimalist design. Extra add-ons such as massaging, wall-hugging technology, or built-in speakers will most likely drive up the price.
In the next section, you’ll find an in-depth look at different adjustable bed features. Remote Older adjustable beds often came with wired remotes connected to the adjustment system. While some newer models may retain this feature, most come with wireless remotes. These remotes are often backlit for easier viewing,
and some come with built-in flashlights. In some cases, the bed will include a remote cradle. Noise Most adjustable beds produce some noise when inclining or declining, but newer models are rarely loud enough to be considered disruptive. That said, light sleepers may wake up more easily if their partner makes
adjustments during the night. Price Expect to pay at least $1,000 for a queen size adjustable bed. For a model with extra features, the price will probably be closer to $2,000 for a queen size. Some brands incentivize customers with discounted product bundles that include the bed as well as a new mattress, pillows,
sheets, and other accessories. Assembly Some beds are easier and less time-consuming to assemble. However, most bases shipped through standard ground delivery are fairly straightforward to put together. A few brands offer White Glove delivery if you’d rather have a professional assemble the bed. Weight In a
queen, king, or California king size, most adjustable beds weigh between 140 and 200 pounds. Split king and split California king sizes tend to be the heaviest, usually in the range of 240 to 280 pounds. Keep this in mind when deciding which room to set up the bed, since you’ll also need to account for your own weight
as well as the mattress. Weight Limit This is an important spec to check because you’ll need to take your weight, your partner’s weight, and the mattress weight into consideration. Most adjustable beds made today offer a weight capacity of 650 to 900 pounds. Warranty Adjustable bed warranties are typically a bit different
than mattress warranties. For one, they’re usually longer – a 20-year or lifetime warranty is fairly common. However, the motor and electrical components will probably be covered for two to five years. The remaining warranty coverage will only apply to the bed’s mechanical frame. At minimum, most adjustable bases can
be adjusted for the upper and/or lower body. They should also include a retaining bar, micro-hooks, or some other mechanism for keeping the mattress in place without shifting around too much. Remotes are also standard. More advanced models may be equipped with extra features and presets, as well as a wider range
of adjustment options. What Are the Pros and Cons of Adjustable Beds? Adjustable beds offer a handful of advantages for different types of sleepers, but there are also some drawbacks to consider before purchasing this type of base. Frequently Asked Questions The best mattresses for adjustable beds include all-foam,
all-latex, and hybrid models with softer feels, lower weights, and shorter profiles that give them added flexibility. These mattresses allow you to feel the full effects of upper and lower body adjustments. Additionally, mattresses need to be twin XL or larger in order to be compatible with most of today’s adjustable beds.
Anyone who finds normal bed surfaces too stiff or flat will probably benefit from an adjustable bed. People with lower back pain often feel more comfortable with their legs elevated or in the zero-gravity position, while anti-snore settings are helpful for people with sleep apnea. Beds with massage functions are also a good
feature for sleepers seeking pain or pressure relief in different areas of the body. The cost of an adjustable bed depends on the brand, model, and size. You may be able to find some twin XL models priced at less than $1,000, but this is a base price for the majority of beds in a queen size or higher. At the more expensive
end of the spectrum, advanced adjustable beds equipped with a wide range of features can easily exceed the $3,000 mark. Additionally, models sold in stores frequently cost more than those purchased from online brands. Ease of assembly also varies by bed, but most models have straightforward designs that shouldn’t
require too much time or frustration. Follow directions carefully. If you get stuck, reach out to the brand’s customer service department via phone, email, or live webchat. Some companies feature how-to-assemble videos on their websites, as well. Unfortunately, most adjustable beds sold today do not include a sleep trial.
After you receive the base in the mail, you won’t be able to return it for a refund. Brands that offer sleep trials generally limit them to 30 nights or less; there are some exceptions to this rule, but check for expensive return fees in these cases. An adjustable bed’s warranty will almost always cover the product for at least ten
years, and 20-year and lifetime warranties are fairly common. However, different components of the bed are subject to different coverage periods. Here’s what a typical adjustable bed warranty looks like in terms of structure: Year 1: The brand will repair or replace any part of the bed at no extra cost to you, including the
motor and other electrical components. However, you may need to pay some nominal roundtrip transportation and inspection fees. Year 2-3: The warranty still covers all components, but you’ll need to pay additional fees for repairing or replacing electrical components. Remainder of warranty: After two to three years, the
electrical components are not covered under warranty. Coverage is limited to the frame and other mechanical components.
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